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The Biology Laboratory Manual, Tenth Edition, is written by Dr. Sylvia Mader. With few exceptions,

each chapter in the text has an accompanying laboratory exercise in the manual. Every laboratory

has been written to help students learn the fundamental concepts of biology and the specific content

of the chapter to which the lab relates, and to gain a better understanding of the scientific method.
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Sylvia S. Mader has authored several nationally recognized biology texts published by McGraw Hill.

Educated at Bryn Mawr College, Harvard University, Tufts University, and Nova Southeastern

University, she holds degrees in both Biology and Education. Over the years she has taught at

University of Massachusetts, Lowell; Massachusetts Bay Community College; Suffolk University;

and Nathan Mayhew Seminars. Her ability to reach out to science-shy students led to the writing of

her first text, Inquiry into Life, that is now in its thirteenth edition. Highly acclaimed for her crisp and

entertaining writing style, her books have become models for others who write in the field of biology.

Although her writing schedule is always quite demanding, Dr. Mader enjoys taking time to visit and

explore the various ecosystems of the biosphere. Her several trips to the Florida Everglades and

Caribbean coral reefs resulted in talks she has given to various groups around the country. She has

visited the tundra in Alaska, the taiga in the Canadian Rockies, the Sonoran Desert in Arizona, and

tropical rain forests in South America and Australia. A photo safari to the Serengeti in Kenya

resulted in a number of photographs for her texts. She was thrilled to think of walking in



DarwinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s steps when she journeyed to the GalÃƒÂ¡pagos Islands with a group of biology

educators. Dr. Mader was also a member of a group of biology educators who traveled to China to

meet with their Chinese counterparts and exchange ideas about the teaching of modern-day

biology.

I bought this older edition to save money instead of buying the newest edition. It is very similar to

the newer edition as far a content (I compared the 2) but if you are being assigned the questions at

the end of each chapter, just make sure the numbers match up. So if your teacher assigns you p.58

qus 1-5 in the newest edition they might be numbered 6-10 in the older edition. Same exact

questions just different numbers.

Had to purchase for class. Of course the price is always a shock, but I do feel I got a lot of use out

of it. The teacher did modify some of the experiments and have to explain several ambiguous

directions, but overall not a bad lab book. I liked the explanations before the experiments, they didn't

just stick a bunch of directions and expect you to blindly figure out the concepts. The questions after

were helpful and provided a good study guide for lab quizzes. Would recommend.

's the G.o.a.t for having this book at a great price

Missing a few pages.. luckily I didn't need them.

Great book, fast delivery

got me through my bio, used or not

I got one with lot's of writing with pen, and some highlighting. I little bummed, but I am very thankful

for the great price and good condition it was in. It did it's job for the semester.

Item shipped with standard shipping and I got it within 3 days! Worn, and has writing but definitely a

great steal for the price and edition. It serves the purpose! Will definitely buy again.
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